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Purpose—This paper lays out an empirical analysis of Brazil’s geopolitical design and, at the same time, comprises an empirical test to the concept of geomisguidance. Starting with the assumption that Brazil can be assessed as a maritime country, the paper argued that the South American integration maneuver, which is Brazil’s priority in terms of geopolitical design, stands in opposition to a grand strategy of Brazil as a sea power.

Approach—Neoclassical geopolitics welded with elements from the neoclassical realist theory provided the theoretic-methodological framework used in the research.

Findings—As for findings, besides testing a new concept (geomisguidance), the paper concluded that (1) Brazil’s priority, in terms of geopolitical design, has been the South American integration indeed, that (2) despite the fact that the relative material state potential of Brazil has been fairly high and that the systemic constraints have been permissive to changes on the international chessboard, Brazil has not been able to increase its influence on the international arena, and that (3) that is a result of the positioning of Brazilian élites’ deviation from the national interests.

Originality—In this context, the paper constitutes an empirical research piece,
devoted to explaining the foreign policy outcomes in Brazil, with a special attention to the international system.
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Introduction

It has been explained by the author elsewhere that the continentalization “strategy” was a misguided prescription of Brazilian School of Geopolitics (Travassos, somewhat Couto e Silva, but mainly Meira Mattos). It was considered a misguided prescription because, in that context, the argument that Brazil can be accurately assessed as a “maritime country” was pushed forward. Among the deductions from that argument were (1) the necessity of the development of the Navy, and (2) the maintenance of the alliance between Brazil and the U.S.A.

This paper will now measure the impact of that misguided prescription of continentalization “strategy” on Brazilian politics, performing an empirical test. The empirical puzzle—to what extent can the South American integration, as a priority of Brazil’s geopolitical design, be perceived as “anti-national politics”?—will guide the research. This means that the main point is then to gather, to present and to analyze evidence with the objective of sustaining the argument that the South American regional integration maneuver (a geoconjunctive process) has been conducted by the Brazilian élites from an anti-national dynamics. Therefore, the paper will also introduce the notion that Brazil has been, during Workers’ Party [Partido dos Trabalhadores] administration (2003–2016), a geomisguided state, due to Brazilian élites’ geomisguided perceptions and incapacities.

In order to develop that argument, three sections will be structured. Section I will be devoted to the independent variables “relative material state potential of Brazil” and “systemic constraints.” Section II will comprise the intervening variables “élites’ perceptions and élites’ capacities.” Finally, section III will focus on the analysis of Brazil’s geopolitical design tout court.

The compactness of the methodology will be assured both (1) by the deductive logic, i.e., from geopolitical concepts to the empirical political reality, and (2) by the framework of geopolitical studies (or neoclassical geopolitics), which includes elements of the neoclassical realist theory (particularly the variables which were just mentioned above).

A closing memo in this introduction goes to the definition of central concepts used in the paper. While (1) “geopolitical design” means the identification of both the list of state’s goals and its hierarchy (i.e., research on diplomatic, military and intelligence/secret services sources); (2) “élites” [in the original French] must be understood as the “foreign policy executive,” or the “state” from an instrumental perspective, i.e., “the top officials and central institutions of government charged with external defense and the conduct of diplomacy.” Finally, the innovative concept
of “geomisguidance,” created by the author, refers to one specific classification of the sense of space [Raumsinn] that the élites have about the geographical setting’s incentives or possibilities—a negative classification that names misguided perceptions.

**Analyzing Brazil Through the Independent Neoclassical Realist Variables**

The analysis will follow the guidelines of the model of geopolitical factors developed in other works.

Starting with the variable of relative material state potential, it is important to underline [Space—geopolitical factor #1] that Brazil is the 5th largest country in the world, occupying 45 percent of South American sub-continent. Slightly smaller than the U.S.A., Brazil has borders with all South American countries except with Ecuador and Chile, in a total of 16,145 km of land borders (much longer than Brazil’s coastline). After Greenland, Brazil has the largest coastline on the Atlantic (more extensive than the U.S. east coastline) with 7,491 km.

As Travassos noted, South America is divided in North/South by the Amazon forest around the Amazon River, and East/West by the Andean mountains. These two geographical features complicate the circulation in the region [geopolitical factor #3], consequently turning regional integration hard to achieve in geographical terms.

If it is hard to connect the coast to the interior, it is likewise hard to connect Brazilian cities along the coastline due to specific geographical features (e.g., mountains).

The fact that South American integration has been pursued by ideological guidelines cannot eliminate these difficulties presented by geography.

Inside the Brazilian territory, the problem of territorial integration remains. There is a severe lack of internal territorial cohesion, so it is easily understandable why this was a key point for the Brazilian School of Geopolitics. In the Amazon basin, there is no relevant agriculture, no large human settlements, and the area is hard to control in security terms. Moreover, the creation of territorial reserves (mainly by the Workers’ Party administration)—which is linked to transnational interests—have been worsening a critical risk of appearance of exclaves inside Brazil, jeopardizing the country’s territorial integrity. This topic will be covered below.

On the other hand, Brazilian highlands on the coast—an area that corresponds to Brazil’s geohistorical nucleus [cf. map 1]—comprise the majority of the population and the country’s richest areas (including the state’s ecumene: the triangle Rio de Janeiro–São-Paulo–Belo Horizonte). Yet, as it was already pointed out, it is hard to circulate in this area too.

Concerning the Position [geopolitical factor #2] it assumes particular importance the city of Natal (e.g., Rampa, Fernando de Noronha Island), in the Northeast region, since the air bases located there were essential to the U.S. Air Force in the
defeat of Nazi forces in the North of Africa during World War II: the Natal-Dakar air route.

Brazil’s archipelagos (e.g., Fernando de Noronha, and Trindade e Martim Vaz) are also essential for maritime power projection.

In terms of regional context, while Bolivia, Paraguay and Uruguay constitute three buffer states around Brazil, Colombian FARC [Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia] with their activities of drug and arms trafficking, and an unstable Venezuela, represent threats in the neighborhood of the North of Brazil.

Concerning resources [geopolitical factor #4] Brazil is a rich country. Brazil is the 9th biggest producer of oil, and its natural gas reserves were, in 2015, estimated at 16 trillion cubic feet. After the U.S.A., Brazil is the second-largest producer and consumer of the biofuel ethanol. The country has two nuclear power plants, and another one under construction.

Brazil possesses 8,233 cubic km of fresh water reserves. The Amazon rainforest provides rubber and extensive reserves of wood. As for metals, Brazil possesses the largest niobium reserve in the world and the second largest reserve of iron (after Australia). The country is self-sufficient in terms of food.

In 2014, Brazil had the 7th largest economy in the world. Although the Chinese
economic slowdown has been affecting Brazil—the Chinese market is currently not importing as many raw materials as in the past—the recession (the worst in a century), that the country is currently experiencing, is less caused by that factor than by the Workers’ Party bribery moves (nicknamed Mensalão, Petrolão, etc.), which were recently exposed to the light of day. Moreover, Brazil is highly dependent on foreign capital, and foreign trade. As for the economic freedom, Brazil is “mostly unfree,” located behind Nigeria or Mali in the rankings.18

Regarding the psychosocial projection on the territory [geopolitical factor #5], Brazil is the 5th most populated country in the world, with roughly 204 million people, a predominantly young population.19 Despite that high number, the population density is very low (particularly in the North and in the central regions), something that creates problems with territorial integration. That is so because some cities are highly inhabited (Metropolitan areas: São Paulo with 21 million, Rio de Janeiro with 12 million, Belo Horizonte with 5 million)—almost 86 percent of Brazilian people were living in a city in 2015. In this way, on the national level, the cohesion of the population is low (e.g., existence of social disparities).

As for other characteristics of the Brazilian people, they are mostly Catholic and their peaceful character, in general, appears to be very tolerant and flexible. In this context, Brazilians are prone to accommodate controversial ideas or behaviors in respect to their own previous ideas and behaviors.20 Despite this flexibility and relaxed character, the blood-splattered communist guerrilha from the 30s/60s until the 70s, should be remembered.

The last geopolitical factor analyses the politico-military structures [geopolitical factor #6]. The political and judicial systems in Brazil, in general, are highly corrupt.21 Although the Constitution has been formally respected and the institutions kept working in what seems to be the regular way, the Workers’ Party has been infiltrating its agents, militants, supporters in the state’s structure in politics, bureaucracy, judiciary system, education, public companies, cultivating sympathies even within the Armed Forces.22 The impeachment process that President Rousseff suffered did not change the situation as of yet.

Ranked #24 in the soft power index,23 together with the above-mentioned notions of “flexible character” and “friendly people,” Brazil is associated with images of “party,” “samba,” “carnival,” “soccer,” “sex-paradise,” “beaches and the sun.” These cultural foreign policy images contrast with a brutal number of intentional homicides (more than 56,000 assault deaths in 2012, four times more than in the U.S.A.24), high levels of drug trafficking and drug consumption, extortion, kidnapping, corruption, failed prison system, diseases (e.g., Zika, Dengue). With the exception of the latter, all the rest seems having been stimulated or protected by the government itself, namely through protection or benevolent attitude towards crime.25 That correlation of government and crime can also be identified due to the connections of Workers’ Party with criminal organizations.26 The main idea to keep in mind here is that crime and social instability favors a revolutionary environment, which is indispensable to the success of the Worker’s Party policies in particular and the Brazilian radical left in general. In this way, the label “narcoestado” can be used, not
in the sense that the state controls the trade, but in the sense that the state is allied with forces that control the drug trade. The related corruption/drug trafficking/social chaos/Workers’ Party, associated with São Paulo Forum, will be analyzed in detail in another work.27

Regarding the leftist aspect of Brazilian political regime, it should be stressed that two of the biggest parties in the political system: Workers’ Party (PT) and Brazilian Social Democratic Party (PSDB) were both created within CEBRAP [Brazilian Center of Analysis and Planning], which was constituted in 1969 by leftist university scholars, and funded by the Ford Foundation.28 It is also noteworthy that both parties do not differ in the objectives, but in the modalities of action only. Examining a primary source, the former Brazilian President Fernando Henrique Cardoso affirmed twice in a 2004 interview that “the dispute between his party (PSDB) and the Workers’ Party is political and not ideological.”29 There are studies devoted to the topic, for example, a study about Fernando Henriques Cardoso characterizing him as a political agent in the marxist-gramscian line.30

The political situation of leftist hegemony in Brazilian politics and culture that is described still endures. Recently, some of the most well-known names of Brazilian University, who have links to the political power, met at the Universidade de São Paulo’s Faculty of Law with the purpose of reaffirming the importance of continuing in the “historical path” towards “social justice” and “the dangers of a bourgeois victory that would destroy democracy.”31

Referring to the military sub-factor, Brazilian Armed Forces, which are the guarantor of the democratic order in accordance with the Constitution, have not interfered in the state of affairs, so far. With 330,000 active military personnel in 2015, Brazil was assessed, in 2016, as the 15th strongest military power in the world (above Israel and below Indonesia).32 Still, the expenditure on defense has remained relatively low.33

As for allies, since 1995 till 2015, Brazil has been buying weaponry mostly from [in the order of importance]: France, Germany, the U.K. and the U.S.A.; and it has been selling to mostly: Colombia, Ecuador, Indonesia, and France.34

Figure 1. Military expenditure in Brazil as percentage of gross domestic product, 1995–2015 (Source: SIPRI).
The military allies’ network could be expressed in the following diagram:
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**Military/Defense Cooperation Agreements**
- Rio Pact—Treaty of Reciprocal Assistance (Plus: Costa Rica, Dominican Republic, El Salvador, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, Panama, Trinidad and Tobago)

**Figure 2. Main treaties in the defense domain signed by Brazil (in action May 2016) (Source: elaborated by the author).**

Concluding this brief analysis of relative material state potential variable, a reference to the hierarchy of the Composite Index of National Capability is made. Brazil was ranked at the #6 position, thus above Germany and under Russia.\(^{35}\)

The variable of distribution of power (or systemic constraints) is strongly connected to the variable just analyzed above.

With respect to the position of Brazil in concrete terms of Space-Power-Constellation, the country balances between (1) the fact that the U.S.A. remains as (in formal terms) Brazil’s primary and strongest military ally, and (2) the ambitions and goals for the South American regional integration. The latter, among its many complex aspects, includes Brazilian active membership in the UNASUL (*União das Nações Sul-Americanas* [Union of South American Nations]), an organization that already encompasses the Council of South American Defense (CDS), which Presidency is exercised by the Pro Tempore President of UNASUL, who at the moment (April 2017) is Venezuela’s President Nicolás Maduro—one of the main antagonists.
of the U.S.A. in the international arena. Moreover, in 2010, the Community of Latin American and Caribbean States (CELAC) with HQ in Caracas was created.

Through this analysis, the transitory aspect (therefore, contradictory) of the current situation can be observed. In 2007, Brazilian President Lula da Silva had already stated that the strategic priority was: “estabelecer uma estratégia de procedimento entre a esquerda da América Latina.”

It is noteworthy to remind that Lula da Silva made that statement not during a Workers’ Party congress, not during a São Paulo Forum session, but into a Mercosul meeting. Hence the matter concerns directly systemic constraints. That empirical evidence confirms Brazilian diplomat Paulo de Almeida’s hypothesis that Mercosul has deviated from its original objective of a free-trade area in the South Cone to be transformed into a Bolivarian instrument. That means that Mercosul has become, at least to a certain extent, a São Paulo Forum instrument.

Consequently, sustained by such convincing evidence, it is possible to state, with a narrow margin for error, that the situation of Brazil’s international alignment is changing. That change seems to be distancing it from the U.S.A. in detriment of both (1) the South American regional integration, which (2) has links to an approach to the Russian-Chinese axis.

**Analyzing Brazil Through the Intervening Neoclassical Realist Variables**

On the path of continuing to apply the mentioned theoretic-methodological framework of neoclassical geopolitics, thus respecting the compartmentalization of variables accomplished in the mentioned works of the author, the paper will now analyze Brazilian élites’ perceptions and capacities. Nevertheless, it must be stated that it is hard to analyze these issues separately from a single case study about São Paulo Forum to be accomplished elsewhere.

One single argument will be put to the test in this section: that the conduct of politics by Brazilian élites is moved by other objectives than the promotion of Brazil’s national interests.

This argument—that there is no compliance of the Brazilian élites to the country’s national interests, and if there has been any, then, it was accidental or tactical—affects and is affected by Brazilian élites’ perceptions and capacities. So, it is contended that Brazilian élites, particularly since 2003 until 2016 (the Workers’ Party administration), have not been showing any sense of acquiescence to the national interests in the conduct of politics.

In this way, it is argued that, several times, Lula da Silva’s political outcomes were clearly made directly against Brazil’s national interests. Several examples will be listed.

In 2005, President Lula da Silva produced a decree for the creation of the territorial reserve of *Raposa Serra do Sol*. The demarcation of 1,747,464 hectares of land inside Brazil (bordering with Venezuela) generates trends for territorial claims,
secessionism and, consequently, jeopardizes the territorial integrity of the country. Besides, it damaged the production of rice too, since the Brazilian rice farmers were displaced, and the roughly 20,000 autochthons, who now live there, do not produce rice in economically viable amounts. Finally, the infrastructures have been collapsing (mainly roads and bridges), and there are security problems as well. None of these problems existed before the displacement of the rice farmers.41

In the same line of interpreting this fact as anti-national political outcome, in 2008, former Amazonian Military Commander, General Augusto Heleno, classified the governmental policies in this domain as “regrettable, if not to say chaotic.”42

However, Raposa Serra do Sol is not an isolated case. Until 2015, territorial reserves in Brazil have been as high as 13.17 percent of the territory of the whole country.43 Therefore, concerning the territorial integrity, an anti-national trend can be identified. Yet, there is more to be added in other domains.

Applying Clark’s methodological guideline for analysis of statements of government leaders and their context,44 in 2006, Lula da Silva not only did nothing against Bolivia—which unilaterally broke up an international agreement invading Brazil’s public company Petrobras’ facilities with military forces, and nationalizing them through a decree—but Lula da Silva himself confessed that he has previously endorsed Bolivian President Morales personally to do so.45 The loss for the Brazilian company was around 872 million R$ [roughly 482 million USD].46 Yet, in 2013, Petrobras announced new investments in Bolivia again.47

The creation of the University for Latin American Integration (UNILA), by Lula da Silva in 2010, can be also included in the modalities of action with the purpose of dissolving national sovereignties, including Brazil’s.48

The dynamics of disregarding the national interests can be, therefore, inferred. In these circumstances, it can be contended that this anti-national phenomenon in Brazil has its origins in the prevailing constraint of the international-leftist solidarity. If, on the one hand, Brazilian élites have been enjoying a leftist hegemony for decades, and more antiquity goes together with more power, on the other hand, within the same leftist hegemony, Brazilian influential individuals in society and culture have been, in the overwhelming majority, controlling the flow of information that the people have access to, at the same time that the political élites have been determining the (anti-national) objectives in the course of political action—more knowledge goes together with more power. The system is then extremely solid.49

Lula da Silva admitted that his Workers’ Party aims to transform South America into a bloc, i.e., to virtually erase Brazil’s national sovereignty.50 Rousseff continued in the same direction. Rousseff was impeached, removed from office, but current Brazilian President Michel Temer (who is not even a Workers’ Party member) referring to the UNASUL, already sustained that the South American regional integration maneuver must continue and that the institutions (i.e., executive bodies, a South American parliament, a South American court), in which those integration
procedures are based on, have to be multiplied and their power increased. A final mission of the Brazilian state, Temer proclaimed, is to help to create a “Latin American nation” [sic].

It can, therefore, be identified an anti-national geopolitical continuity in Brazil, in the sense that Brazil’s sovereign national interests are disregarded. Furthermore, until the present, that geopolitical continuity did not change with the end of the administration of the Workers’ Party. That fact suggests the explanation that the geopolitical continuity is now promoted more by the Brazilian political system in general, than by a party in particular.

In this way, revisiting Taliaferro’s methodological steps, an anti-statist ideology can be pointed out, since the interests of Brazil have not been pursued externally. On the other hand, the existence of a statist ideology remains, but only in the sense of increasing the power of the state in the internal affairs, certainly with the purpose of enlarging the state’s capacities for control making, consequently, an international engagement is easier (i.e., reinforcing the mentioned geopolitical continuity).

In conclusion, the Brazilian élites, who were object of study in this section, can be considered geomisguided in terms of assessment of the Raumsinn, taking into account that the geographical setting’s incentive for a sea power grand strategy has been ignored. Instead, the choice has been a land power geoconjunctive maneuver (the South American regional integration), accomplished under leftist ideological guidelines.

The empirical analysis of Brazil’s geopolitical design will strengthen those arguments.

Analyzing Brazil’s Geopolitical Design

The text comes finally to the task of assessing Brazil’s geopolitical design, i.e., to unveil and to elaborate the list of the countries’ interests/goals and its hierarchy.


In those documents, Brazilian authorities expressed concern about a possible increase of tensions for: “the control of maritime areas, supremacy in the outer space, sources of fresh water, food and energy.” It is needless to remind that all those problems are covered by geopolitical studies.

The documents established Brazil’s priorities in the following hierarchy:

1. Cooperation with South American countries;
2. Brazil’s area of influence includes: South America, Western African Countries, Antarctica and Caribbean;
3. South American integration: MERCOSUL, UNASUL, Organização do Tratado de Cooperação Amazônica, cooperation with CELAC, Zona de Paz e Cooperação do Atlântico Sul;
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4. Cooperation in the CPLP [Community of Portuguese Language Countries];
5. BRICS.

Furthermore, the mentioned documents contended about (1) possible threats to Amazonia, and (2) underlined the relevance of stimulating the South American Integration—“building up a South American unity” with the Council of South American Defense. On the latter topic, it corresponds directly to Meira Mattos’ prescription calling for the continentalization “strategy.”

In the White Book of Defense [Livro Branco de Defesa], the South American integration was again proclaimed as a “strategic objective” of Brazilian foreign policy and the importance of UNASUL and the Council of South American Defense—in the sphere of defense cooperation—was reassured.

Taking into account the effort for the definition and accurate use of concepts, the use of the expression “strategic objective” to characterize a geoconjunctive maneuver is considered a failure. Besides, how can the objective be strategic if the documents themselves affirm that, technically, there is no opponent to be identified?

It cannot be ignored too that, within the mentioned priorities established by the Brazilian highest defense and foreign policy decision-makers, the U.S.A.—which has been Brazil’s traditional ally and it is still a member of Rio Pact—was not named once. In this context, it seems very hard to understand the U.S. Department of State’s almost enthusiastic text, listing the main points of cooperation with Brazil. That cooperation has been massively reduced in the last years. That constitutes...
further evidence that helps to infer that the international positioning of Brazil is distancing itself from the U.S.A.

If, on the one hand, the official documents under scrutiny stated that Brazil has no enemies on the international arena, on the other hand, it seems that Brazil’s foreign policy direction has been oriented, if not against the U.S.A. directly, it has been treating the relationship with the “former” ally with irreverence, to say the least. This paper insists on the point that none of these geopolitical dynamics are independent of (1) the progressive leftist socio-political hegemony in the subcontinent, (2) the South American integration maneuver, and (3) the São Paulo Forum.

In this context of geopolitical continuities, some facts can be explained in a more coherent manner. For example, although Rousseff was impeached, the new President of Brazil, Michel Temer, appointed Raul Jungmann as Minister of Defense. Jungmann is a Popular Socialist Party member, which participates in São Paulo Forum.65 There is continuity indeed, since the Communist Party of Brazil, from which Aldo Rebelo (Jungman’s predecessor) is a member of, also participates in São Paulo Forum. Jaques Wagner, Rebelo’s predecessor, is a member of the Worker’s Party, which was one of the founding parties of São Paulo Forum back in 1990.

Putting a solid geopolitical continuity at the top, the empirical facts fit in the puzzle of a logical explanation and support the crucial argument that, under a leftist ideological guideline, the South American integration maneuver has constituted the priority in Brazilian foreign policy, to the detriment of Brazil’s national defense.
Conclusion

The particular way in which the foreign policy executive perceives the world—and concretely the space (i.e., territory) it is in charge of—shapes states’ foreign policy outcomes. One of the main points of this paper was to put light on the experience/perception that Brazilian élites (i.e., the foreign policy executive), have concerning the geographical setting’s incentives of their country—the latter included in the relative material state potential, added to the systemic constraints.

The paper assessed that that experience or perception [Raumsinn] has been geomisguided, something that can be explained by the empirical existence of an international-leftist agenda in South America, namely identifiable within the political structure of São Paulo Forum. The results of the research, namely the data retrieved directly from governmental sources, show that the strengthening of the South American integration maneuver has been the priority to the Brazilian foreign policy executive, in other words, it has constituted the priority in terms of geopolitical design.

In this context, it was explained that, although the study demonstrated that the relative material state potential of Brazil has been fairly high and that the systemic constraints have been permissive to changes on the international chessboard, Brazilian élites have been pursuing a geoconjunctive maneuver that can be assessed as one against Brazil’s national interests. The argument of damaging the national interests can be sustained by a set of facts that can be resumed in two dimensions. First, Brazil has been accumulating state’s failures for years (security, political, economic). Second, previous research demonstrated that the preference for land power (continentalization) over sea power (maritimization) intensifies the causes of state’s failures.

In terms of international alignment, the situation of Brazil is transitory, therefore contradictory. It includes (1) the particular fact that the strongest of Brazil’s formal allies is still the U.S.A. (Rio Pact, 1948). However, (2) Brazil integrates the UNASUL and the Council of South American Defense, which consolidates the South American regional defense (excluding North America) and, furthermore, intends to approach the Russian-Chinese axis.
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